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For glass recyclers in Wisconsin, there are several outlets for reusing glass\(^1\): glass processors/manufacturers, online-material exchanges and construction materials. These resources are applicable for both post-consumer glass, as well as other types of glass products. However, many barriers still exist for using recovered glass in construction projects, such as fill material or in road construction as a component in the base aggregate or mixed with asphalt\(^2\).

Two glass processors/manufacturers in Wisconsin and two in eastern Minnesota accept recovered glass. All of these businesses do not have pickup service. As glass markets fluctuate, it is highly recommended to contact these facilities prior to making deliveries. Descriptions of the facilities and contact information follows:

**Strategic Materials** takes mixed or color sorted glass; clear plate glass is also accepted. Payment for post-consumer container glass is dependent upon color. Payment for mixed glass is a function of contamination. Strategic Materials is in the process of opening a facility in Adams County, WI.

Strategic Materials  
East Troy, WI 53120  
262-642-4711  
Mark Eckert

**Glass Plus** accepts glass at the Oneida County Landfill. Currently, they are not paying for glass except blue glass. Any type of glass, except leaded glass, is accepted.

Glass Plus  
Tomahawk, WI 54487  
715-367-6242  
Brian Arnott

**Anchor Glass** accepts color-separated glass at their facility, if the glass is post-consumer food containers. All colors are acceptable, although they will only purchase clear and brown glass. However, they are charging to accept green glass.

Anchor Glass  
Shakopee, Minnesota 55379  
612-490-7397  
Kyle Fiebelkorn
eCullet accepts color sorted or mixed glass, with higher prices paid for the sorted glass. Only post-consumer food containers are taken.

eCullet
St. Paul, MN 55114
651-287-4125

A second option for recovered glass is on-line materials exchange services, such as www.recyclematch.com. Spot market prices are available for different types and colors of glass and are readily accessible on the Recycler’s World website: www.recycle.net, among others.

1. **Alternative Uses for Post-Consumer Glass**
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